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 The game is the first Superman game on the PlayStation 2 and the second Superman game on a Sony game console. It was
released on September 19, 2006. Gameplay The gameplay is based on the film's plot. It plays out on a level-based, side-scrolling

level. The player controls Superman, with the objective being to destroy the opponent by hitting them with an enemy. Players
control Superman in eight different modes: Kryptonite Battle, Invasion, Volcano, Trenches, Gladiators, Robots, and Command

Center. Plot Clark Kent, in his Daily Planet office, is notified of a spacecraft crashing in Metropolis. Superman goes to
investigate and, upon arriving at the crashed craft, notices a strange man who is going to end the world. Superman fights the
man, defeating him, and then makes his way to the crash site to find out what happened. He finds that the crashed spacecraft

was carrying a piece of Kryptonite. Superman jumps into the spacecraft and gets a piece of Kryptonite, revealing a blue light at
the end of it. Superman gets into the spacecraft, and the craft takes off. It crashes in the middle of a city. Superman goes to the

scene and uses the Kryptonite to save the city from an explosion. However, the scientist that was with the crashed spacecraft
takes it and the Kryptonite. Superman follows the scientist, finding him/her in the ruins of the Kryptonian city that was

destroyed in the destroyed spacecraft. The scientist was the one that was going to end the world. The scientist apologizes to
Superman and asks him to spare him/her. Superman goes to the scientist's laboratory and finds the Kryptonite, taking it away.
The scientist asks Superman to destroy it so he can die peacefully, but Superman refuses, saying that "good will conquer evil",

saying that he/she will die free. The scientist then tells Superman the location where he/she is hiding. Superman finds the
scientist in an old prison cell, and the scientist tells Superman that he/she is a Kal-El, the last Kryptonian, and that Superman is

his cousin. The scientist tells Superman that his plan was to use the final piece of Kryptonite to destroy all of the earth and
Krypton, so the world can have a chance to rebuild. The scientist dies peacefully. Superman stands in front of the scientist's
coffin and destroys the Kryptonite. Development Although the game was announced at E3 2005, Electronic Arts planned to

release it in 2006, however it was then 82157476af
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